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General 
 Unique concept: liquid cut flower food that can be  

 attached automatically. 

 Special outer carton provides up to 70% less cardboard 

compared to a box with powder sachet on string and 

40% compared to a box of loose liquid stick. 

 Compact and easy to handle box with handles and  

 resealable lid. 

 Chrysal’s improved flower food for maximum flower 

freshness.  

 For the complete development of all types of cut  

 flowers. 

 Supplies all the necessary nutrients to all arrangements, either as straight line or as  

 mixed bouquet.  

 Increases vase life up to 60% compared to water alone. 

 Available in sachets for 0.5 liter, 1 liter, 1.5 liter and 2 liter of solution. Both loose and  

 on a string. Also available in twin sachets for 0.5 liter, 1 liter, 1.5 liter and 2 liter of  

 solution. 

 

Automatic application 
 Liquid sachets can be automatically attached using the Chrysal Liquid Binder from 

Bercomex (exclusive for Chrysal). 

 Automatic application reduces production costs up to 3 cents per bouquet. 

 Possible to transport up to twcie as much consumer units per pallet (calculation per  

 referent are available at your account manager). 

 The new packaging makes it easy to connect boxes to each other, so there is no loss of 

time due to changing boxes.  

 Sustainability 
 Special outer carton provides up to 70% less cardboard compared to a box with  

 powder sachet on string and 40% compared to a box of loose liquid stick. 

Product sheet – Chrysal Supreme Universal liquid Sachets 
loose and on string 
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Effects 

 Improves flower opening, colour and leaf quality. 
 Vase life guarantee of over 7 days possible. 
 Lowers the pH of the water. 
 Dissolves clearly and without odour in water. 
 

Applications 

 Suitable for all types of tap water. 
 Can be easily attached to bouquets, either automatically or by hand. 
 No need to change the water or to re-cut stems during the period in the vase. 
 
Savings 

 Lower production cost. 
 Reduces flower wastage. 
 Reduces the number of possible consumer claims. 
 Added quality value at low cost per stem. 
  
Recommendations 

 Store under cool, dry and dark conditions, preferably between 5°C and 25°C. 
 Shelf life: 18 months when stored under the right conditions. 
 The pH of the ready to use solution: 3.5-5.5 depending on the alkalinity of the water. 
 Dosage: Available in sachets for 0.5 liter, 1 liter, 1.5 liter and 2 liter of solution. 
 Do not use in unprotected metal vases (zinc, copper, iron) or (antique) crystal vases. 
 If necessary top up vase with water containing Chrysal Supreme cut flower food. 
 Residual solutions may be drained into the sewer system. 
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